Abstract：Hydrogen energy is becoming popular day by day due to its renewability and pollutaaant free natures. Hydrogen gas pressure which is after passing through reciprocating compressor part has high pulsation wave form. A unit, snubber is used as compressor components to reduce the harmful pulsation waveform and to remove the impurities in the hydrogen gas. An experiment has been conducted to investigate the pulsation reduction performance of different arrangement of snubber i.e. snubber array used in reciprocating compression system. Analyzing the snubber array experimental data, it is found that the pressure fluctuations are reduced from 90.1977% ~ 92.6336% with pressure loss 1.5013% ~ 4.9034% for compressor operation at different speed which ensure the good performance of snubber-array as pulsation damper in hydrogen compressing system.
Introduction
Due to rapid exhaustion of fossil fuel by its diversified increased uses for increased population of the world, its harmful effects on environment, energy capturing politics of different countries, and recent hikes in the price of fossil fuels have added impetus to the movement towards alternative fuels. Thus, green energy based hydrogen system can be one of the best solutions for accelerating and ensuring global stability and sustainability. Therefore the production of hydrogen from non-fossil fuel sources and the development and application of green energy technologies are becoming crucial in this century for better transition to hydrogen economy [1] .
The assertion of "hydrogen is considered a promising future fuel for vehicles" is based Therefore, reducing the financial risk is major objective of any long-term goal to build a hydrogen infrastructure [2] .
All fuel cells currently being developed for near term use in road vehicles require hydrogen as a fuel. While hydrogen can be produced onboard the vehicle by reforming methanol or gasoline, direct storage of compressed gaseous hydrogen has many attractive features. They are simpler vehicle design, less costly and more energy efficient, refueling can be accomplished rapidly, and hydrogen can be produced from many sources [3] . The relative simplicity of vehicle design for the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle must be weighed against the added complexity and cost of developing a hydrogen refueling and infrastructure. Unlike gasoline and natural gas, hydrogen is not widely distributed to consumers today, and refueling a large number of hydrogen vehicles poses significant challenges. One of the most important processes in the hydrogen gas handling is the compressing system. This process is needed in all step of hydrogen gas energy utilization: production, storage, distribution until using [4] . In addition since hydrogen will replace the role of fossil fuel, so all approach done in this field should be rewarded.
In [5] . The specific objective of this paper is to study the effect of snubber-array in reducing pressure pulsation induced during compression.
Experimental setup and method
In the network's model, compressing system takes an important part of whole system. Generally, hydrogen compressor is has a lot of disadvantages not only for the gas itself but also for equipments relating to the system. For this occasion the snubber was designed and used [7] . In several parameters, hydrogen gas has same character with the atmosphere air.
Especially to observe the pressure from physical approach (without considering the chemical character), pressured air can be used to represent hydrogen gas. 
Then piston in the cylinder will move proportionally with the rotation. The compressing frequency can be written as in Equation (2).
The periodic action of propelling gas 
Experimental results and discussion
Total 12 points were selected in the snubber-array for taking pressure data.
Motor was operated at 20, 30, 40 and 50
Hz. 
Conclusions
The present study has shown the pressure characteristics through the single-snubber and snubber-array. Restoring high pressure in both cases but snubber-array plays most efficient role in pressure pulsation reduction than single-snubber.
Details are as follows: 4. More advance study should be done to carry out the optimization of the problem precisely.
